Recently f (T ) modified teleparallel gravity where T is the torsion scalar has been proposed as the natural gravitational alternative for dark energy. We perform a detailed dynamical analysis of these models and find conditions for the cosmological viability of f (T ) dark energy models as geometrical constraints on the derivatives of these models. We show that in the phase space exists two cosmologically viable trajectory which (i) The universe would start from an unstable radiation point, then pass a saddle standard matter point which is followed by accelerated expansion de sitter point. (ii) The universe starts from a saddle radiation epoch, then falls onto the stable matter era and the system can not evolve to the dark energy dominated epoch. Finally, for a number of f (T ) dark energy models were proposed in the more literature, the viability conditions are investigated.
Introduction
way have investigated the dynamical behaviors of T + f (T ) model. They obtained two critical points for radiation and matter dominated, respectively and a critical line for dark energy dominated. Then for a concrete powerlaw model, they obtained that dynamical system has a stable de sitter phase along with an unstable radiation dominated phase and an unstable matter dominated one.
However, in our study for general f (T ) model we obtain three critical continuous lines corresponding to de sitter points (Ω m = 0, Ω r = 0, Ω DE = 1, ω ef f = −1), scaling solution with matter (Ω m = 1, Ω r = 0, Ω DE = 0, ω ef f = 0) and scaling solution with radiation (Ω m = 0, Ω r = 1, Ω DE = 0, ω ef f = 1 3 ), respectively. we find the general conditions for the cosmological viablility of these models as geometrical constraints on the derivatives their and obtain two kinds of cosmological viable trajectory for general f (T ) model: (i) we have a saddle matter phase which is followed by a de sitter epoch along with an unstable radiation era (ii) the system will stay in the stable matter dominated phase and can not evolve to dark energy dominated which would start from a saddle radiation era.
The paper is organized as follows, in the following section, we review f (T ) theories and in order to study the dynamics of these models, we have to rewrite the field equations into a 4 dimensional autonomous system which once is a constant. using the method [11] , we construct the curve m(r) which m = T f ′′ (T ) f ′ (T ) and r = − T f ′ (T ) f (T ) , where a prime denotes derivative with respect to the torsion scalar T . In section 3, we drive the critical lines with their stabilities then in the (r, m) plane, we obtain conditions for the cosmological viable of f (T ) dark energy models. Section 4 is based on the numerical analysis for a number of f (T ) models to validity the analytical results presented in the section 3. Finally, in Section 5, we present our conclusions.
f (T ) dark energy models
In this section firstly, we briefly review the Teleparallel gravity so-called f (T ) gravity in the spatially flat FRW universe. Then we obtain the autonomous equations to study cosmological dynamics of f (T ) gravity models.
A.Field equations and definitions
We start with the generic form of the action of Teleparallel gravity as
where k 2 = 8πG, e = √ −g = det(e i µ ) and T is the torsion scalar, also L r and L m are the Lagrangian density of the radiation and the matter, respectively.
In the f (T ) framework, in the spatially flat FRW universe e i µ , the veribein field is related to the metric as
here µ, ν are the coordinate indices on the manifold while i, j are the coordinate indices for the tangent space of the manifold which all indices run over 0, 1, 2, 3, also η ij =diag(1, -1, -1, -1).
Varying the action Eq.(1) with respect to the veribein field leads to the equations [14] 
Here a prime denotes differentiations with respect to the torsion scalar T . Also S µν i = e ρ i S µν ρ and T µν is the matter energy-momentum tensor. In the spatially flat FRW metric g µν =diag(-1, a(t), a(t), a(t)), the set of field equations Eq.(3) for i = 0 = ν reduce to [14] 
and for i = 1 = ν lead to
and torsion scalar as a function of the Hubble parameter H =ȧ a
Where a dot represents a derivative with respect to the cosmic time t also, (ρ r , p r ) and (ρ m , p m ) are the (total energy density, pressure) of the radiation and the matter inside the universe, respectively. Using Eqs. (4, 5) , one can obtain the modified Friedmann equations as follows
with
Here ρ T and p T are the torsion contributions to the total energy density and pressure, respectively. The continuity equations of these energy densities ρ r , ρ m , ρ T are:
From Eqs. (9), (10), we can define gravitationally induced form of dark energy density ρ T = ρ DE and pressure p T = p DE . The equation of state parameter is defined as
and for a f (T ) (DE) dominated universe, one can obtain the effective equation of state
B.Autonomous equations for f (T ) dark energy
To study the dynamics of a general F (T ) model as a dynamical system, we introduce the dimensionless variables as follows
Using the above relations we can rewrite Eq. (7) as the following equation
with the density parameters
One can rewrite Eqs. (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) as the following equations of motion
withḢ
The autonomous dynamical system Eqs. (22-24) is the general dynamical system that describes the cosmological dynamics of f (T ) models. Where N = ln(
From Eq. (27) one can obtain torsion scalar T as a function of r = x 2 2x 3 then, we can say that m is a function of r and m = m(r). The effective equation of state Eq.(15) can be rewritten in terms of x i which are defined in Eqs. (16) (17) (18) (19) as
Eqs. (22) (23) (24) show that the results of our analysis depend on x i Eqs. (16) (17) (18) (19) and m(r) Eq. (26) . Therefore, given a form of f (T ), we obtain a function m(r). For instance, the power-law model f (T ) = T + T n corresponds to m(r) = n r+1 r in the (r, m) plane, similar to f (R) and f (G) [11] . Also given 3 ai is the initial value of the scale factor. a form of m as a function of r that is cosmologically viable, one may use Eqs. (26), (27) reconstructing the f (T ) viable model. On the other hand, from Eqs. (26), (27) we can derive the following relation for r:
It shows that 3 Phase-space analysis for general f (T ) models
In order to study the dynamical behavior of the system Eqs. (22) (23) (24) , by sitting dx i dN = 0 we find three continuous lines of critical points with their properties in the following relations as:
It is worth noting that for L 1 , we have r = − The dynamical behavior of f (T ) dark energy models have been investigated in [22] , [23] . Wu et. al, [22] have obtained a critical line for the effective dark energy dominated era and two points for matter and radiation dominated. We will see later that the two points obtained for matter and radiation dominated are in agreement with the matter dominated point and the radiation dominated point in critical lines L 2 and L 3 , respectively. Now we shall consider the properties of any point along the critical lines in turn and we study the stability conditions of these points.
• P 1 : de-Sitter point (x 01 = 0, x 02 = −x 03 , x 03 = x 03 ) Point P 1 is characterized by ω ef f = −1, Ω DE = 1 that corresponds to de-Sitter solutions (Ḣ = 0) for any point along the critical line L 1 and for any value of x 03 . The matrix perturbation eigenvalues for these points are
with m ds = m(r = − Note that, for any value of x 03 = 0 we have an attractor de sitter point with eigenvalues 0, -3, -4 in agreement with [22] .
• P 2 : scaling solutions with matter point (x 01 = 0, x 02 = −2x 03 , x 03 = x 03 ) Point P 2 corresponds to scaling solutions with the density parameters ratio (
). The eigenvalues for these points are given by 0, −1,
here m ,r = dm dr . The stability of P 2 depends on m ,r . Considering x 03 = 1 this solution leads to P 2m = (0, −2, 1) that represents a standard matter epoch with Ω m = 1, ω ef f = 0 and the above eigenvalues. Hence the necessary condition for P 2 to have a standard matter epoch is m(r = −1) = 0 and P 2 is a saddle point when m ,r (r = −1) > −1.
The above relation is the necessary condition to have a standard matter epoch which evolve to dark energy dominated era. However, this point is stable provided that m ,r (r = −1) ≤ −1 . This means that the evolution of the system from this point stops and can not move away from it and the system does not evolve to dark energy dominated phase.
• P 3 : scaling solutions with radiation point (x 01 = x 03 , x 02 = −2x 03 , x 03 = x 03 )
At this point, dark energy mimics the evolution of radiation which gives the constant ratio (
) and the point P 3r = (1, −2, 1) represents the dominated radiation era with Ω r = 1 and ω ef f = It is worth noting that, P 3r and P 2m points are in agrement with radiation dominated point A and matter dominated point B in [22] , respectively. They have obtained only two points as radiation and matter dominated but, we have obtained two critical lines as scaling solutions with radiation point and scaling solutions with matter point.
We know that a cosmologically viable trajectory would start from the radiation era, then pass from a matter dominated epoch followed by an accelerated expansion which in the phase space would start from P 3 then pass the matter dominated point P 2 and at last land at the stable point P 1 . In the (r, m) plane, in order to have P 3 and P 2 the curve m(r) should pass the point (r = −1, m = 0) and the criterion for the existence of de-Sitter point P 1 is given by passing the curve m(r) from point (r = − 
Specific cases and numerical results
In this section we study the cosmological viable trajectory for several f (T ) models by writing m as a function of r and we obtain most of the relevant properties of these models.
This model was proposed in [21] - [24] to explain the late-time accelerated expansion without including the dark energy component. Also Bengochea et. al, [14] have investigated the observational information for this model by using the most recent SN Ia+BAO+CMB data they found that the values lie in the ranges n ∈ [0.23, 0.03] and Ω m ∈ [0.25, 0.29]. The model presents radiation era, matter era and late acceleration phases as the last three phases of cosmological evolution in standard model. Using Eqs. (26), (27) one can obtain m(r) = −n(1 + 1 r ) which is independent of α. Note that the necessary condition for the existence of the radiation and matter points m(r = −1) = 0 satisfy by this model. m(r = − is the necessary condition to have a stable de sitter point then n = − gives a stable de sitter point corresponding to f (T ) = T − α √ −T which was proposed in [25, 26] explaining the accelerated expansion at late-time. The
T a e bT a−r 2 r Table 1 : Cosmological viability conditions on a number of f (T ) models.
Columns are as follows : 1. f (T ) models; 2., 3. Curve m(r) and its first derivative m ,r corresponds to these models; 4. The necessary condition to have radiation and standard matter era; 5. The necessary condition to have a standard matter epoch which is followed by the dark energy dominated phase, 6. The necessary condition to have a stable de sitter point.
derivative m with respect to the r is given by
Hence for this model m ,r (r = −1) = − 1 2 > −1 satisfying the condition Eq.(36) to have the matter epoch which is followed by the de sitter dark energy dominated and is shown in Fig.1 .
II. Exponential model and logarithmic model
In this section, we consider three cases of the exponential model and the logarithmic model which are similar with those of f (R) models and we can compare them with the models proposed in f (R) theories [11] . These models have been presented in [23] - [26] and we examine the conditions for the cosmological viability of them. The numerical results are summarized in Table 1 .
We see that, two exponential models have a matter epoch which is followed by the de sitter point similar to f (R) = Rexp( 1 R ) in f (R) theories [11] (see Fig.2 ).The phenomenological model with a logarithmic form (m ,r = −1) can not satisfy the condition Eq.(36). In this case, unlike the standard model, system stays in standard matter era and does not land to the stable de sitter point. These models are ruled out by the history of our universe(see Fig.2 ).
Conclusion
The f (T ) theory, obtained from generalizing teleparallel gravity, is an alternative modified gravity to explain the present cosmic acceleration without including the dark energy. In the present work we investigated the dynamical behavior of the recently proposed scenario of f (T ) dark energy. Performing a detailed phase-space analysis of f (T ) dark energy models, we obtained three 2 ) and to have radiation and matter point the curve m(r) should pass through the point (r = −1, m = 0). The stabilities for these points were studied and we obtained two kinds of cosmologically viable trajectory which (i) the universe would start from an unstable radiation point, then pass a saddle standard matter point which would be followed by accelerated expansion de sitter point. (ii) The universe started from a saddle radiation epoch, then fell onto a stable matter era and the system could not evolve to the dark energy dominated epoch. Finally, we investigated the dynamical behaviors for a number toy models of f (T ) dark energy which were proposed in the more literature, recently. These models can exhibit the radiation era, the matter era and the late acceleration also, we can compare them with those of f (R) theories.
